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If Xis a Cayley graph of a group G possessing a normal subgroup N, then there 
is a quotient graph of X which is a Cayley graph of G/N. With the aid of this 
result, it is shown that the free product of at least two and at most countably 
many groups, each of which is at most countably generated, admits a graphical 
regular representation. 
1. INTR~DIJOTI~N 
A simple graph X with vertex set V(X), edge set E(X), and automorphism 
group A(X) is a graphical regular representation (GRR) of the group G if 
(i) G e A(X) and (ii) A(X) acts on V(X) as a regular permutation group; 
that is, A(X) acts transitively on V(X), and for every ZJ E V(X) the stabilizer 
A,(X) = {p’ E A(X): v(u) = u} 
of the vertex u reduces to the idemity lx of the group A(X). A set J of 
positive integers will be called an initial interval if (i) 1 E J and (ii) whenever 
n E J and 1 < j < n, thenj E J. If G is a group, its rank r(G) is the smallest 
cardinality of a generating subset of G. A graph is locally finite if every 
vertex has finite valence. We are now prepared to state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let J be an initial interval such that 1 J I > 2. Let {Gj: j E J) 
be a family of pairwise-disjoint groups such that r(G,) < N, for all j E J. 
Then the free product G = nj*,, Gj admits a GRR. If CjeJ r(Gj) is finite, 
then G admits a locally finite GRR. 
A number papers have been concerned with demonstrating the existence 
or nonexistence of GRR’s for finite groups. The basic approach of nearly 
all the existence proofs has been “start small, then extend.” This method 
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entails two types of theorems. In one type, GRR’s are constructed for 
specific groups or families of groups. The second type asserts that when 
certain kinds of groups admitting GRR’s can be embedded in certain 
ways in certain kinds of larger groups, then the latter groups also admit 
GRR’s. (In particular the reader may refer to [f--4, 8, 91.) 
The procedure in this paper will be exactly the reverse. Following a 
preliminary result in Section 2 on quotient groups, our approach will be 
“start big, then factor out.” The first result proved in Section 3 will be that 
the free group F with 2 < r(F) < K, admits a GRR. By considering a 
quotient group of F, we prove the Theorem stated above. This process has 
not been exploited here as much as it might have been. Carrying it 
further may yield yet more information for finite groups, in particular 
about the unresolved cases of groups of even order (cf. [2]). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The symbol G will always denote a group. The identity of G or of 
whatever group happens to be under discussion, will be denoted by e. 
The subset H C G will always have the properties: 
and 
e#H= H-l (2.1) 
(H) = G, i.e., H generates G. (2.2) 
The Cayley graph X,,, of G with respect to H is the graph such that 
V(X,,,) = G and {x, y} E E(Xc.,) if and only if y = xh for some h E H. 
By (2.2), a Cayley graph is always connected. If X is a GRR of G and 
1 G 1 > 2, then ([5, Theorem 21) X = X G,H for some H C G satisfying (2.1) 
and (2.2). The converse is only partly true. Since A(X,,,) contains all left 
multiplications x + gx by elements g E G, it acts transitively on V(Xc,w). 
To prove that a Cayley graph X = X G,H is a GRR of G, one must show 
that some vertex stabilizer, in particular A,(X), is trivial. To this end, let X, 
denote the subgraph of X induced by the subset H C I’(X). By definition its 
vertices are those adjacent to e. If 9 E A,(X), then clearly the restriction of 
9) to X, belongs to A(X,). It is easily shown (see [8, Lemma 31) that a 
sufficient condition for X to be a GRR is that A(X,) be trivial. A weaker 
condition (see [4, Proposition 2.3; 2, Corollary 1.51) which is also sufficient 
for X to be a GRR is the following: 
2.3. LEMMA. Let MC G, and suppose that for all cp E A,(X,,,) the 
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restriction q~ lM is the identity lM . If M = M-l, then F jcMj = lcM) for all 
q~ E A,(XG,H). If, moreover, (M) = G, then XG,H is a GRR of G. 
Because of the relative tractibility of the subgraph X, , wewill be principally 
interested in such subsets M in Lemma 2.3 such that M C H. 
Let N < G and let X = XC,H . The quotient graph X/N (also called the 
coset graph in the literature) is defined to have 
V(X/N) = {Ng: g E G} 
and {Nx, Ny} E E(X/N) if and only if yi = x,h for some x1 E Nx, y, E Ny, 
and h E H\N. The following is an analog for graphs of Schreier’s result 
[7, p. 1821 for directed graphs and was also remarked by Sabidussi 
[6, p. 4311. A proof is included for completeness. 
2.4. LEMMA. Zf N 4 G and X = X,,, , then X/N is the CayIey graph 
X GIN,g where R = {Nh: h E H\N). 
Proof. By (2.1) and (2.2) it is immediate that N # i7 = R-l and 
(f7) = G/N. Let Nx E V(X/N). 
To each coset Nh E R corresponds an edge {Nx, Nxh} E E(X/N) incident 
with Nx. Note that since N is normal, Nxh = NxNh. Conversely, let 
{Nx, Ny} E E(X/N). Let x1 , x2 E Nx and y, , y, E Ny, and suppose there 
exist h, , h, E H\N such that yi = xihi (i = 1, 2). By assumption there 
exist n I , n2 E N such that x2 = nlxl and yz = n, y1 . By the normality of N, 
h, = x;‘yz = x;‘n;‘n,xlh, = nh, 
for some n E N. Hence Nh, = Nhz . We have shown that Nh +-+ {Nx, Nxh} 
is a bijection between R and the set of edges incident with an arbitrarily 
selected vertex Nx of X/N, as required. 
Let Y be a graph, let u E V(Y), and let d be a positive integer. We then 
let Yc’ denote the subgraph of Y induced by those vertices of Y excluding u 
whose distance from u is at most d. For example, if X = X,,, , then 
X, = Xil’. We shall use the notation 
H’d’ = fi Hi. 
i=l 
If N 4 G, the group homomorphism y: G + G/N such that y(g) = Ng 
for all g E G is known as the canonical mapping. Let us now regard y rather 
as a mapping from the vertex set of X = X,,, onto the vertex set of X/N 
and investigate the local graph theoretical properties of y, i.e., on sets of 
the form Hfd). The following Proposition 2.5 is far stronger than what 
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will be needed; Corollary 2.6 to follow would have been adequate, but 
since 2.5 is really no harder to prove, we offer the stronger formulation. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let N a G and X = Xo,, . Let d be a positive 
integer. A necessary and sujicient condition for the restriction y jH(dk to be 
an isomorphism from Xi@ onto (X/N):’ is that 
H’2d+1’ n N = {e}. 
Proof. To prove necessity, assume that y IHcd) is an isomorphism. If 
h E H n N, then y(h) = N is not a vertex of (X/N)?‘. Hence H n N = 0. 
For some integer m such that 2 < m < 2d + 1, suppose that 
h, em* h, E Hczdfl) n N. Let k = [m/2] and let 
x = (h, *a. h&l, y = xh, *.a h,,,-, , z = yhm . 
One readily verifies that x, y E V(Xi”‘). Hence Nx, Ny E V((X/N)$‘). 
Since h, -a- h, EN, we have y(z) = Nz = Nx. Since {y, z} E E(X), we 
further have y{ y, z} = {NY, Nx} E E((X/N)g’). Since y IH,ti) is an iso- 
morphism, (y, x> E E(XJd’). Therefore, x = yh, for some h, E H. But 
Y(Y) r(h3 = rWo> = ~(-4 = Y(Z) = rWm> = Y(Y) y&n), 
and so r(hO) = y(h,). Since y IH is injective, h, = h, . Hence x = z and 
h, ..* h, = e as required. 
To prove sufficiency, we assume that H c2&+l) n N = {e>. It is immediate 
that y IH(d) is a bijection between the vertex sets of the two subgraphs in 
question. From this it follows that y maps E(XJ”) injectively into 
E(X/N)$‘). On the other hand, every edge of (X/N)?’ is of the form 
{Nx, Ny) for some x, y E H td). We may represent x and y as words in H 
of length at most d, say x = h, *a* hj and y = fi, *** li, . Also Nx = Nyh,, 
for some h, E H. Hence for some n E N, 
n = x-'y& = hi1 . . - h;lji, . . . I;,& E H(2d+1)e 
By our assumption, n = e, and so {x, y} E E(Xid’), as required. 
When d = 1, 2.5 reduces to the following corollary, communicated 
to the author by P. Hell. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let N a G and X = .XG,H . A necessary andsuficient 
condition for y IH to map X, isomorphically onto (X/N), is that 
(H u H” u H3) n N = {e}. 
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2.7. LEMMA. Let X = Xo,, . Let there exist a subset MC H such thbt 
M = M-l, (M) = G and ‘p IM = lw for all v E A,(X). Let N ,sJ G, and 
suppose (H U Hz V H3) n N = {e}. Then X/N is a GRR of G/N. 
Proof: By 2.6, y IH maps X, isomorphically onto (X/N), . Since 
NM C NH, it follows that if Z/I E A&X/N), then # JNM = yq~ IM for some 
q~ E A,(X), and so Z/J INM = ylM = lNM . Since (NM) = G/N, the result 
follows by application of 2.3 to the group G/N. 
3. FREE PRODUCTS OF CYCLIC GROUTS 
Let f be in initial interval with cardinality p, and let F, denote the free 
group of rank p. 
3 .l. PROPOSITION. If p > 2, then F, admits a GRR. If, moreover, p is 
finite, then F,, admits a locally$nite GRR. 
Proof. Let F,, be generated by the minimal generating set { gi: i E I}. 
We define the sets 
for i E I and i > 3. Let H = ur=, Si and let X = XFr,, . Note that (2.1) 
and (2.2) are satisfied. Tf,u is Mte, then j H 1 = 6(p - 2) + 10, whence X 
is locally finite. We wish to show that X is a GRR. In the light of the 
discussion preceding Lemma 2.3, we consider the subgraph A’, . (Fig. 1 is 
a representation of A’, when p = 4.) 
81 j*f3$ 
i’l 11 I*%3%4 
-2 -1 
942 $1 ‘d 2%3%4{ 
FIGURE 1 
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It is immediate that g:’ and (g,g,)*l are fixed-points of A(X,). Suppose 
that for some k (2 < k < p), each vertex in the set 
{(g,g, **-gi)*l: 1 < i < k} 
is a fixed-point of A(X,). By Lemma 2.3, each vertex identified with an 
element of the subgroup generated by ( g, ,. .., gk} is fixed by every element 
of A,(X). Note that grg, *-. g,g,+, is the only vertex not in this subgroup 
which is adjacent to a vertex in this subgroup and has valence > 3. Hence 
g1 g2 *.* gk+l is also a fixed-point of A(X,), and one verifies by inspection 
that so is (g, g, .** g,,,) -l. It follows by induction that g:’ is fixed by every 
element of A,(X), for all i E I. The Proposition follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Remark. The above Proposition 3.1 is false when p = 1. See 5.1 below. 
Since one may regard F, as the free product of p copies of the infinite 
cyclic group, 3.1 is a special case of the next result. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. If p 3 2, then the free product L, of p cyclic groups 
admits a GRR. If, moreover, E.L isfinite, then L, admits a locally finite GRR. 
Proof. For each i E I, let Ci = ( gi) denote a copy of the infinite 
cyclic group. Then F, is the free product of the family {Ci: i E I>. Let 
Ri({ g,: k E Z}) either denote the trivial relation e or be of the form g;” for 
some integer ni > 2. (If Ri is trivial, it will be convenient to write ni = co.) 
Let N denote the normal closure in F,, of {R,({g,: k E Z}): i E I} and define 
L, = F,/N. Clearly L, is isomorphic to the free product of the family 
{ Ci/( g:i) : i E Z}. It is for the group L, that we shall construct a GRR. 
The symbols St , H, X, and A4 will be presumed to have retained their 
meanings from the proof of Proposition 3.1. Let Y = X/N. Since 
H\N = H, Lemma 2.4 implies that Y = XLflpNH . There are now two cases 
depending upon the sequence {ni: i E I>. 
Case 1. ni > 4 for some i E I. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume n1 > 4. In the event that ni 3 4 for all i E I, then clearly 
(H u Hz u H”) n N = {e} and Lemma 2.7 implies that Y is a GRR of L, . 
Otherwise YN differs from X, only in the following two ways. If ni = 3, 
then Y, has one additional edge [Ng; , Ng;‘]. If ni = 2, then Ng, and Ng;’ 
are identified. (Fig. 2 represents YN with p = 4, n2 = n4 = 2, and n3 = 3. 
The symbol N has been suppressed in the labeling of the vertices.) 
Nonetheless, q INM = lNM for all F E AN(Y), and one applies Lemma 2.3 
to the graph Yin essentially the manner that Gmma 2.3 was applied to X 
in the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
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FIGURE 2 
Case 2. n, < 3 for all ill. The construction from Case 1 no longer 
necessarily yields a GRR. (For example if n, = n2 , then the automorphism 
of Fz generated by g, t+ g, induces a nonidentity element of A,(Y).) 
We first dispose of the special subcase p = n, = n, = 2. With a = g,g, , 
our assumption gives gr2 = (gra)” = e, and we recognize the infinite 
dihedral group D, . By the same argument used for finite dihedral groups 
[8, Theorem 21, D, has the 5-valent GRR XD,,H, where H, = 
-ca*l, g, J w-l, w2). 
Thus we assume p = 3 or IQ = 3. Our procedure is to define 
and to let Sz’ replace S, in the definition of H. This substitution will hence- 
forth be assumed to have been made for H and consequently for all symbols 
defined in terms of H whenever the conditions of this Case are in effect. 
(The reader may observe that if S,’ were to replace S, in Case 1 when 
EL. = 2, then AN(Y) would admit the nonidentity automorphism induced 
by the group automorphism of Fz generated by g, t) g, , g, H (g, g, g&l.) 
FIGURE 3 
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By application of Lemma 2.3 to the graph Y, one deduces that Y is a GRR 
of L,. The details are omitted. (Fig. 3 represents Y, with p = 4, 
n1 = n3 = 3, and n, = n4 = 2. As before, the symbol N has been 
suppressed.) 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The notation of the statement of the Theorem is continued here in its 
proof, and the hypothesis of the Theorem is to be assumed. For each j E J, 
let the sets Zi and Kj be initial intervals. Each group Gj may be represented 
by Tj = { gj,k: k E Zj) together with two types of relations on Tj . The 
relations of one type are of the form gy,y, k E Zj , where as before it is 
permitted that nj,k = co, i.e., that the relation be trivial. The other 
relations on Gj will be denoted by Rj,k(Tj), k E Kj , assumed to have been 
reduced with respect to the relations of the first type. The generating 
set Tj may always be chosen SO that 
4.1. nj.k 3 2 for all k E Zj ; 
4.2. No square of an element of Ti is another element of Ti ; 
4.3. If gj,k E Tj , then neither &,k nor g;i is expressible as a reduced 
word in Tj not involving gj,h except perhaps as a power of a single element 
Of Tj e 
Without loss of generality, one may index the above groups and their 
generating sets so that 
4.4. n,,, 3 minimum(4, n2,1}. 
We define the cardinal p = Cjo, 1 Zj I. Then p < N, , and we let Z denote 
the initial interval with cardinality p. Let T = ujo, Tj . Since the groups G5 
are pairwise-disjoint, 1 Z 1 = / T I. We shall index T with Z; specifically 
we shall construct a bijection of Z onto T given by i + gi . (The con- 
struction may be reminiscent of the standard elementary proof that the 
rational numbers are countable. One may imagine the elements of T 
displayed in an array with 1 J 1 rows so that the kth term in the jth row is 
gj,k .) The construction is inductive. Let g, = g,,, . If g, = gj,k , then 
gi+l = gi--t,k+t for the least positive integer c such that 1 Tj-, 1 > k + t; 
if j = 1 or if no such t exists, then gi+l = gj+k,l . Two consequences of 
this indexing should be noted: 
4.5. g, and g, belong to distinct sets Tj . Therefore they never appear 
simultaneously in a relation Rj,, in a nontrivial way. 
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4.6. If gi , gi+l E Tj for some i E Z and j E J, then J is finite and g, E Tj 
for all m >, i. 
For each i E Z, let ni = ni,k if gi = gi.r . (Possibly ni = co.) Define the 
cyclic group C, = (g,: g:d = e), and let L denote the free product of the 
family of groups {Ci: i E Z}. We use the graph Y which was constructed 
in order to prove Proposition 3.2 but to simplify notation, we now let e 
denote the identity of L and write Hfor NH and g for Ng. Thus Y = A’,,, . 
We recall that Y is a GRR of L. If Case 1 of Proposition 3.2 is applicable 
in the construction of Y, it may still be assumed, in the light of (4.4) that 
n, 3 4. 
Let R denote the normal closure in L of the family {R& TJ: j E J; k E Ki} 
of relations. It is clear that G = ni*,, Gi z L/R. By Lemma 2.4, Z = Y/R 
is a Cayley graph of G. Its valence is I{Rh: h E H\R}I < / H I. Hence Z is 
locally finite if Y is, but Y is locally finite if L is finitely generated, i.e., if 
&, r(GJ = I T 1 < co. It remains only to show that Z is a GRR. 
Since every element h E H is either of the form g:’ or a reduced word 
involving both g, and g, , it follows from (4.1) and (4.5) that H n R = m . 
For these same reasons as well as the fact that no relation R,,k(Tj) is 
simply a square of a generator gi , it follows that H2 n R = {e}. In order 
to satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2.7, it remains only to show that 
H3 n R c (e], i.e., if h, , h, , h, E H and h,h2h3 E R, then hlZz2Zz3 = e. Such 
verification is accomplished basically by an exhaustive but elementary 
inspection and need not be included. The assumptions (4.2) and (4.3) and 
properties (4.5) and (4.6) are helpful toward this end, however. It follows 
by Lemma 2.7 that Z is a GRR of G. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A group G which admits a GRR has been defined [8] to be in Cfuss I. 
We say that G is in Class II if, whenever H C G satisfies (2.1) and (2.2), 
then y[H] = H for some nonidentity automorphism y of G. The proof, 
given originally [8, Theorem l] only in the context of finite groups, that 
Class I and Class II are disjoint, applies with no changes whatever to 
infinite groups, too. 
Some examples are in order of infinite groups which are not in Class I. 
The following result is due to Sabidussi [6, Theorem 31. 
5.1. Let G be abelian. Then G is in Class I unless g2 = e for all g E G. 
In [I] Imrich refined (5.1) by showing: 
5.2. Let G have the property that g2 = e for all g E G. Then G is in 
Class II if I G I = 2” for IZ = 2, 3,4. Otherwise G is in Class I. 
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The nonabelian group G is generalized dicyclic if G is generated by an 
abelian group A and an element b $ A subject to the following conditions: 
(i) there exists an element a E A such that \(a>1 = 2k for some k > 1; 
(ii) b2 = a”; and (iii) b-lxb = x-l for all x E A. From [8, Theorem 31 
with no change in the proof we obtain: 
5.3. PROPOSITION. G is a generalized dicyclic group if and only if G 
admits a nonidentity, noninverting automorphism q~ such that q(x) = x or 
F(X) = x-l for all x E G. 
5.4. COROLLARY. Generalized dicyclic groups are in Class II. 
We extend a conjecture [9] to include infinite groups. 
CONJECTURE. There exists a jinite cardinal n such that if [ G 1 > n, 
then G is abelian or G is generalized dicyclic or G is in Class I. 
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